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(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We examine Markov partitions for hyperbolic automorphisms of

T in the spirit of Adler, Weiss, and others and give necessary conditions on

the transition matrix of a Markov partition for a given automorphism. We give

necessary and sufficient conditions for partitions with two connected rectangles.

1. Background definitions

We begin by briefly reviewing the notions of a hyperbolic automorphism of

T2 (T2 = E2/Z2 where E2 A R2/Z2) and that of a Markov partition. For a

more detailed introduction see [AW, D, Sn]. Let srf be a 2 x 2 matrix with

integer entries. Suppose also that det(^) = ±1 so that stf~x is an integer

matrix. In other words, s/ £ GL(2, Z). We further suppose that none of

the eigenvalues of sf have modulus 1. Therefore by the Perron-Froebenius

Theorem we have real eigenvalues Xu and Xs satisfying \XJ > 1 > \XJ > 0.

We call Xu the unstable eigenvalue of sf and Xs the stable eigenvalue of stf .

The corresponding eigenvectors, vu and vs, are called the unstable and stable

eigenvectors respectively. We note at this time that Tr(j/) ^ 0. If Tr(j/) > 0,

then Xu > 0 and if Tr(j/) < 0, then Xu < 0. s/ induces an automorphism

of T2, which we will also denote ssf . We define Wu(x) for x £ T2 as the

projection of a line through n~ x parallel to vu with Ws(x) defined similarly.

Definition 1.1. We define 9° = {7?;}"=1 to be a Markov partition for stf if the

following are true:

(i) T2 = U^=17?¿;

(ii) 7?( = interior(7?.) ;

(iii) interior(7?;) n interior(7v;) = 0, i ^ j ;

(iv) if x, y 6 R¡, then Wu(x, RA n Ws(y, RA = z £ R¿ (the intersection

is a single point z) ;

(v) j*iWuix,RA) D Wu(stfx, R.) where x £ R¡ and six £ Rj ;
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(vi) s/(Ws(x, RA) C Ws(six, Rj) where x £ R¡ and six £ 7v; ;

where Wu(x, R¡) = W"(x) n 7?,.
■y

The T^.'s defined above are called rectangles and for automorphisms of T

they can be unions of actual rectangles in the geometric sense. This is true

in this paper, and we assume that all rectangles are connected. Disconnected

rectangles are covered in [Sn]. Connected rectangles have two sides parallel to

a line through 0 in the direction of vu and two sides parallel to a line through

0 in the direction of vs. The boundary of 9s, which is the union of the

boundaries of the R-%, can then be written as d0° = du¿P U ds&> where dj?

is the union of the unstable sides of the 7?. and ds& defined similarly. From

the definition of Markov partition, we see that (i) stf~x(dj?) C du9° and (ii)

si(ds3°) c ds&>. This allows us to define the following:

Definition 1.2. The unstable core of ¿P, denoted  %, is defined as  %  =

Similarly, define the stable core of 3° , denoted 5?, as 5" = Ç^Lxsé\ds3>).

We then define the core of 30 , denoted %, as S? = $¿ U S*.

From (v) and (vi) in the definition of Markov partition, we know that if

sf(RA intersects 7? , then s/(RA crosses 7? from one end to the other in

the unstable direction. Hence, we can define a transition matrix as follows:

Definition 1.3. We define the Markov matrix of a Markov partition J0 with «

rectangles for si by mi = {the number of times sf(RA crosses the interior

of Rj} for 1 < i,j<n.

Example 1.4. Let si — [2 {] . The eigenvalues of si are Xu = (3 + -\/5)/2 and

Xs = (3 - *v/5)/2 with corresponding eigenvectors [(v^li)/2] and [{_^x_Xy2]

respectively.

Figure 1.5 is a Markov partition ¿P for si and si (a0). We view T as

[0, 1] x [0, 1] with opposite sides identified.

We see that si(Rx) crosses Rx twice and R2 once and si(R2) crosses 7?j

and R2 each once giving us M = [2 } ] . Notice that if we reverse the labeling

of 7?, and R2 then M= [\\).

V_ ,sf(Rx)

Figure 1.5
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2. The eigenvalues of the Markov matrix

The goal of this paper is to say what we can about the Markov matrix M.

The following theorem tells us about the eigenvalues of M. First, we need the

following lemma due to Matt Stafford.

Lemma 2.1 [St]. Let h: B ->• 77, 77 finite. Then every eigenvalue of

A,: 770(77) - 770(77)

15 either 0 or a root of unity. The multiplicity of the 0 eigenvalue is equal to

the number of preperiodic points in B. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 is

equal to (# of periodic orbits in 77) - 1.

Proof. If 77 is a finite union of periodic orbits, h\B can be represented by a

permutation matrix. (Think of each point in 77 as a basis element.) Clearly,

this permutation is cyclic iff 77 consists of a single periodic orbit.

If 77 contains preperiodic points as well, then h\B can be represented by a

matrix of the form
■p o   o   o-
* 0     0    0

G= •       n* *       .    (J

. *    *     *    0.

where P is a permutation matrix representing the action of h on the periodic

points in 77 . The rows below P represent the action of the preperiodic points

in 77. (Here, one must be careful about the ordering of the basis elements: if x

and y are preperiodic and h(x) = y, y should be listed before jc.) It is clear

from the block form of Q that Xq(í) = Xp(t)(-t)" > where n is the number of

preperiodic points in 77 . Note that the multiplicity of the root 1 in xP(t) and

thus in Xn(t) is equal to the number of periodic orbits in 77.

Let b0, bx, ... , b    ,  be the elements of 77.  h induces endomorphisms of

770(77) a If and 770(77) S lF'x . With respect to the basis bQ, bx, ... , bp_x ,

the former is represented by the matrix Q described above. Let Q' represent

the same transformation in the basis Iw=e b¿, bx- b0, b2- b0, ... , bp_x - b0 .

Q' is of the form

To prove this, it suffices to show that V = span{¿>, -bQ, b2-b0, ... , b , - b0}

is an invariant subspace under ht. ht(b¡-b0) = h(bA-h(b0). If h(bA = h(b^),

this difference is 0 £ V. Otherwise, ht(b¡ - b0) is in the set (b¡ - bj\i ^ j),

which is clearly contained in V . Thus ht maps the basis elements of V into

V ; it follows that ht(V) c V.

The reason for this change of basis can now be made clear: bx - b0, b2 -

b0, ... , bp_x - b0 form a basis of 770(77) and ht: H0(B) -» 770(77) is rep-

resented by the submatrix F (of Q' above) in this basis. Further, Xf (0 =

*0'(O/(1 - 0 = X0(t)/(l - t). Thus every eigenvalue of F must be 0 or a root
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of unity. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 for the p x p matrix Q is not

decreased when passing to the (p - 1 ) x (p - 1 ) matrix F . But the multiplicity

of the eigenvalue 1 is one less for F than for Q. This verifies the claim about

the multiplicities of the eigenvalues 0 and 1 and completes the proof of the

lemma.   G

We use both this lemma and its proof in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. Let 3° = {R¡}"=1 be a Markov partition for si where si is a

hyperbolic automorphism of T . If Tr(si) > 0, then the eigenvalues of M are

X , X , together with 0's and roots of unity. If Tr(si) < 0, then the eigenvalues

of M are ~K > ~K ' together with 0's and roots of unity.

Proof. A detailed proof of this theorem can be found in [Sn]. We give the proof

under the further assumption that both du3° and ds9° are connected.

Suppose 3s has n rectangles, and that Tr(si) > 0. Let X = T2 - d°u3°,

and A = X n d^S0 . By d°3° we mean consider du¿P as a line segment and

ö°^ is then the interior of that line segment. In our case, this is just du¿P

without the endpoints. A has « - 1 components and therefore, is homologous

to n - 1 points. The best way to see that A has n - 1 components is to

visualize yourself walking the length of ds& looking say to the left, counting

rectangles once you have crossed them. You pass each rectangle once. Each

rectangle is counted at a point where dJP crosses ds&> completely except two;

one is counted at a point where duâ° has an endpoint in ds¿P and the last

one sees an endpoint of ds¿P in du£P . Now « = {number of crossings} + 2,

hence {number of crossings} = « - 2. Also, the number of components of A

is {number of crossings} +1. Therefore, the number of components in A is

n - 1. X is homologous to T2- {one point}. Then we know that HX(A) = 0,

HX(X) = Z2, H0(A) = Z"-2, and H0(X) = 0. The exact relative homology

sequence for a pair (X, A) gives us the following commutative diagram.

H A A) H AX) H AX, A) Ha(A)

„n-2

HQ(X)

0

M F

7n-2
0

Because Zm is free abelian for m > 0, the top line of the above sequence

is split exact and hence Hx (X, A) = if . sit is the map induced on 77, (X)

by si , which is in fact si itself. One set of generators for HX(X, A) is a

line segment across each rectangle in the unstable direction so the induced map

on homology is just M. F is from Lemma 2.1. Because the top line of the

above sequence is split exact, with possibly a different choice of basis, M can
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be written in the form:
'si    0'

. * F. '

Thus the eigenvalues of M are exactly the eigenvalues of si (Xu and Xs)

together with the eigenvalues of F (roots of unity and zeros) when Tr(si ) > 0.

When Tr(si) < 0, the induced map on Hx(X, A) is -M (because Xu < 0,

si reverses the orientation of the generators in 77, (X, A)) so in the diagram

replace M with -M and the theorem follows similarly, thus concluding the

proof for our case; namely, dJiP and dJP being connected.   D

The proof of this theorem gives us the following two results:

Corollary 2.3. Let ¿P be a Markov partition for si with n > 2 rectangles. Then

the Markov matrix M is similar over Z to an n x n matrix of the following

form:
'si    0     0     0 "

* Ax     0     0

* * 0
* ^      'f-    **-i{

where the eigenvalues of the nonzero Ai are either {all the pth roots of unity for

some p} or {all the pth roots of unity except 1 for some p) .

Proof. By noting that F in the above proof has as eigenvalues only roots of

unity and zeros, the corollary follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.2

and linear algebra [N].   D

Roy Adler, in an as yet unpublished work, proved that every toral automor-

phism si has a Markov partition with two rectangles. He in fact proved the

existence of a Markov partition for which the Markov matrix is si itself. We

use the first result to give us the following corollary, which is Corollary 2.3 in

the 2x2 case:

Corollary 2.4. Let ¿P be a Markov partition for si with two rectangles and

Markov matrix M. Then if Tr(si) > 0, there exists tf> £ GL(2, Z) such that

4>~xsi<p = M. Similarly, if Tr(si) < 0, there exists tf> £ GL(2, Z) such that
tp~xs/<p = -M.

Proof. Letting X and A be as in Theorem 2.2, with n = 2 and Tr(si) > 0,

we have the following diagram.

HX(A) -> HX(X) -^ HX(X,A) -► HQ(A)

0      -►     Z2     -►        Z2        -►      0

\s/,=J* \M
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tp is an isomorphism hence in GL(2, Z) and in the corollary is proven for

Tr(si) > 0 with the proof for Tr(si) < 0 being entirely similar.   D

At this time we note that du¿P and ds£? being connected implies that &(&>)

is at least one fixed point and at most two fixed points. Also, the maps si \% and

si \y together with the signs of Xu and Xs determine the nonzero eigenvalues

of M. This relationship is explored in [Sn].

3. Some algebraic results

The natural question to ask at this point is whether or not the converse of

either of these corollaries is true. Let us examine the 2x2 case. In order to

do so we need the following algebraic results.

3.1. Let si > 0 be an element of GL(2, Z)  and suppose si  is hyperbolic.

Then si has a dominant row and a dominant column; i.e. the first column of

si - \acd\  is dominant if a > b and c > d and similarly for a row being

dominant.

Proof. Suppose si does not have a dominant column. Then either (i) a > b

and c < d or (ii) b > a and d < c.

Case (i). a > b and c<d=>a>b+l =$■ ad > be + c => ad - be > c.

Therefore, since det(si ) = ± 1 and c > 0, we have that c = 0=>a = d=l=>

b = 0 (since a > b) =*■ si = [q°] , which is a contradiction to the hyperbolicity

of si .

Case (ii). b > a and d<c=>b>a+l =$> be > ad + d => be - ad > d .
Therefore, since det(si) = ±1 and d > 0, we have that d = 0=>b = c=l=>

a = 0 (since b > a) => si = [°xl0] , which is a contradiction.   D

3.2. Suppose si £ GL(2,Z), si > 0, si £ [¿°]. Then si = II<Li[*'J]
where x¡ = 0 or 1 for I < i < n.

Sketch of proof. We can see the above by observing the following:

a   b~\      \x    11   \c   d~

c   d\ == [l    oj   [y    z_

where if a > c and b > d then let x = 1, y — a - c, and z = b - d thus

reducing the entries in the dominant row. Otherwise let x = 0, y = a, and

z = b . We can then view this factorization as a sequence of l's and 0's {x¡}"=x

and this factorization is unique up to two consecutive 0's ([° ¿] = [¿ °x]). We

call {Xj}"=x the defining sequence for si . From here on we denote [°¿] as

x,  [|¿] as y, and [°{] as/.

3.3. Under the same hypotheses as in 3.2, we see that si also factors as follows:

We define a shear matrix to be a matrix with ones on the diagonal and a single

one off the diagonal while all other off-diagonal entries are 0. Note that if a

shear matrix has a one as its i, jth entry then its inverse has a minus one as its
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i, jth entry. If si ^ x, then si = YllLi M¡ where M¡ is a 2x2 shear matrix

for 1 < j < m — 1 and Mm is either a 2x2 shear matrix or y or y .

Proof. We can see that xy = y'x, yx — [ ¿ | ], a shear, and y'x = [ | °x}, a

shear. Given the defining sequence for si , {x¡}"=x , we replace l's with y's and

0's with the x's. Now using the first relation above, put the sequence in the form

sxxs2x---skxsk+xsk+2- ■■sm where s¡ can be either y or y for 1 < i < m.

(If there are no x's in the sequence, we let k = 0.) If m - k or m — k + 1

then we are done. If m > k+ 1 then insert xx between sk+2j_x and sk+2J for

1 < j < \_m - k/2\ (where \_r\ = {the largest integer smaller than r}), replace

xsk+2j with sx where 5 is either y or y   and we are done.   D

3.4. Suppose si and 38 are nonnegative, hyperbolic matrices in GL(2, Z).

The following are equivalent:

(i) si and 38 are similar over 7L.

(ii)  There is a matrix P>0, P £ GL(2, Z), such that P~xsiP = 38.

(iii)  The defining sequence for si   is a cyclic permutation of the defining

sequence for 38 up to two consecutive 0's.

Sketch of proof. (ii) ■«• (i) is obvious as (iii) <=> (ii). We then must show

that (i) => (iii). One way to do this is to see that (i) => shift equivalent over

Z => [KR] shift equivalent over Z+ => (iii). It can also be proven directly by

letting w = [~0X °x] and showing that the group generated by x, y , and w has

a solvable word problem and is in fact GL(2, Z). Then using this machinery

and a defining sequence for any element of GL(2, Z) involving x, y , and w ,

show (i) «• new defining sequence is cyclic permutation & (iii).

4. Partitions with two rectangles

We are now ready to begin examining partitions with two rectangles with the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let 3a be a Markov partition with two rectangles for si with

Markov matrix M and suppose there is a shear matrix S and a matrix M' > 0

such that S~XMS = M'. Then there is a Markov partition 3s' for si with

Markov matrix M'.

Proof. We give the proof for S — [¿ ¡]  and Tr(si) > 0 with the proofs for

j °x] and Tr (si) < 0 being similar. Suppose first that W (3°) — origin. Con-

sider

XMS = 1    -1

0     1
a   b
c   d

1    1

0    1
a -c   a-c + b■

c c + d
= Nt

In order for this matrix to be nonnegative, row 1 must be the dominant row in

M. Row 1 being dominant means that si(Rx) crosses each rectangle at least

as many times as si(R2), which says that Rx is strictly longer than 7?2 in the

unstable direction.  If 7?,  is strictly longer than R2, we can divide Rx  into
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two pieces, 7?', and L as shown in Figure 4.2b. To divide 7?, in this manner,

draw 7?, and R2 with their unstable sides furthest from the origin side by side

(Figure 4.2a). We then extend segment C77 to CD and now have a Markov

partition /jT with three rectangles, 7?',

F is
' a- c

M(F) =       c
c

i ' L, and R2 . The Markov matrix for

a - c   b - d
c d
c d

For row 3, si(R2) crosses R2 the same number of times as in 3a, and L

and R'x the number of times it crossed Rx in 3s . For row 2, si(L) crosses

the same rectangles as si(R2) ; because of the expansive nature of the unstable

boundary, the boundary between R2 and L (segment ^477) gets mapped to

the interior of any rectangle it crosses (see Example 1.4). si(R\) then crosses

everything that 7?, used to cross that is not crossed by si (L). Then we have

seen that S~ MS being nonnegative (in particular, multiplication on the left

by S~x) means that we can split Rx into two rectangles, one of which has the

same "personality" as 7?2. Now we can remove segment .477 from S7' and get

a new partition 3s' (Figure 4.2c). This is possible because si (AB) r\du3> = 0.

We claim that the Markov matrix for 3s' is M'. The rectangles for 3s' are

R'2 = R2U L and 7?, . 7?2 is crossed by everything that crossed either 7?2 or

L, hence, column 2 of M' is {{column 2 of M(3r)}+ {column 3 of M(!T)}

with either the second or third entry deleted}. Column 1 of M' is {column 1

of M(EF) with either the second or third entry deleted}. Hence,

M' =
a -c   a-c + b■

c d + c

This concludes the proof for ^(S0) = {origin} . If W = {any fixed point not

the origin}, then by translation the above proof works. Then we must deal with

the case when W(3B) = {two fixed points}. Notice that if there are more than

two fixed points in the core or any periodic point of higher period, then there

are more than two rectangles [Sn]. We assume that one of these fixed points

is the origin. The only part of the above proof that we must modify is how to

Figures 4.2a and 4.2b
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c

Figure 4.2c

\       s'      D

Figure 4.3

divide 7?,. First, we must have ^ = {one fixed point} and S* = {the other

fixed point}. We assume WLOG that 3* = 0 and W = {the other fixed point},

call it q. We want to draw 3s so that there is no fixed point on ,477 as in

Figure 4.3. It is then possible to extend C77 to CD and obtain a partition JT".

then remove .477 as above.   D

We use the lemma to prove the following proposition that in turn gives us

the theorem.

Proposition 4.4. Let 3e be a Markov partition with two rectangles for si with

Markov matrix M and suppose there is a matrix M' > 0 and tp £ GL(2, Z)

such that tp~xMtp = M'. Then there exists a Markov partition 3s' for si with

Markov matrix M'.

Proof. Suppose such a tp exists. Then by 3.4 there exists a matrix P £ GL(2, Z)

with P > 0 such that P~XMP = M'. We know by 3.3 that P = MXM2 ■ ■ ■ Mk

where one of the following is true: (i) k = 1 and Mx = x ; (ii) Mi is a shear

matrix for 1 < i < k ; or (iii) Mi is a shear for 1 < /' < k — 1 and Mk is either

y or y  where x and y are as in 3.2.

Case (i). Conjugating M by x corresponds to relabeling the rectangles; i.e.

7?, and 7?2 and 7?2 as 7?, .

Case (ii). We know by Lemma 4.1 that conjugating M by a shear matrix is

"legal" as far as partitions go. Therefore, since P~ Mk  Mk_x ■ ■ ■ Mx   , we need
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only show that Af x ■■■ Mx XMMX ■ ■ ■ M. > 0 for 1 < j < k. It is sufficient to

show that MXXMMX > 0. So, suppose P~XMP > 0 with P as above. At this

point note that multiplication on the right by a shear matrix does not change

the dominant row of M and hence, MP and M have the same dominant

row. Therefore, since Mk ■ ■ ■ Mx MP > 0, we know that Mx MP > 0.

Since Mxx is the inverse of a shear matrix and MP and M have the same

dominant row, Mxx M > 0 also. Hence MX~XMMX > 0 which concludes case

(ii).
Case (iii).  If Mx = y or y   then let P' = Px.  Now P' is a product of

shear matrices and reduces to case (ii). We see, however, that xP'~ MP'x is

just P~xMP and hence by case (i) we have proven our proposition.   D

Now we give necessary and sufficient conditions on the Markov matrix for a

hyperbolic automorphism in the two rectangle case.

Theorem 4.5. Let si be a hyperbolic automorphism of T , and let M be a

nonnegative 2x2 integer matrix.

(i) If Tr(si) > 0, then there exists a Markov partition 3s for si  with

Markov matrix M <=>• there exists tp £ GL(2, Z) such that tp~ sitp =

M.

(ii) If Tr(si) < 0, then there exists a Markov partition 3° for si  with

Markov matrix M &■ there exists tp £ GL(2, Z) such that tp" sitp =
-M.

Proof.   (=>) In both cases this is Corollary 2.4.

(<=) Suppose Tr(si) > 0, and suppose there exists tp e GL(2,Z) such

that tp~xsitp = M. Let 3"' be any Markov partition for si with two rectan-

gles. 3°' gives rise to a Markov matrix, call it M'. By Corollary 2.4, there

exists y/ £ GL(2, Z) such that ip~xsiip = M'. Then tp~xipM'ip~xtp = M =>

(y/~xcp)~xM'(y/~xtp) = M => by Proposition 4.4 there exists a partition 3s for

si with Markov matrix M. If Tr (si) < 0, let 3s' be any Markov partition

for si with two rectangles and Markov matrix -M, and Proposition 4.4 gives

us the theorem as above.   D

5. A CONJECTURE

We know that the Markov matrix M for any hyperbolic automorphism of

T2 must be aperiodic (there is some integer « > 1 such that Mn > 0) because

the image of every rectangle is dense in T2 . It is unknown whether or not this

is enough for the converse of Corollary 2.3 to be true.

Conjecture 5.1. Let si be a hyperbolic automorphism of T2 (Tr(si) > 0) and

let M be an « x n integer matrix, « > 2. Then there is a Markov partition

3a with « rectangles for si with Markov matrix M •«- M is aperiodic and
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M is similar over Z to a matrix of the following form:

'si    0     0     0 ■

* Ax     0      0

* *     ' •.     0
■r * * jx. i

where at least one but at most two of the nonzero Ai have eigenvalues {the pth

roots of unity excluding 1 for some p} , and the rest of the nonzero Ax have

eigenvalues {the pth roots of unity for some p} .
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